
 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

                                                                                                                                            

Safe data, large bridges, wider borders   

Closing event of the Twinning Project 

Institution-building for alignment of the legislation on personal data 
protection with the EU acquis” 

 

 

On 7 December, the Information and Data Protection Commissioner’s Office held the Closing 
event of the Twinning Project “Institution-building for alignment of the legislation on personal 
data protection with the EU acquis”.  
 
The honorary guests, who participated in this activity in remote modality were Mr. Pasquale 
Stanzione, President of Personal Data Protection Authority of Italy, Mr. Ulsi Manja, Minister 
of Justice, Mr. Zef Mazi, Chief Negotiator for Albania's Accession to EU, Mr. Alexis Hupin, 
Head of European Integration, Political, Press and Information Section of the EU Delegation,  



 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

 
Ms. Jutta Gützkow, Head of Council of Europe Office, Mr. Stefano Salmoso, first attaché of 
the Embassy of Italy and Mrs. Renate Seib, Deputy Ambassador of Austria. 
 
The Commissioner, Mr. Dervishi in his speech underlined that the contribution and the 
ultimately professional product of all three components has and will continue, representing for 
this office a school of thought. The transposition of the GDPR, followed by the adoption of the 
new law on personal data protection, represents a quantum leap, which should however be 
followed up with other actions, in terms of work and support for the Commissioner’s Office, 
so as to avoid being left with the next certificate in a frame hanging on the wall.  

We will also proceed with the other part of the legislation under our scope of activity and we 
are confident that we will soon conclude the procedures with regard to the ratification of 
Convention 108+ of the Council of Europe as well.  
 

This Twinning Project was implemented based on three components: approximation of the 
Albanian legislation with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and Police Directive 
in the field of data protection; capacity building to improve supervision, deepening the 
knowledge and raising awareness of controllers/processors in order to fulfil the obligations 
with regard to the future regulatory framework.  
In the end of the activity, the participants appreciated the cooperation and friendly spirit 
between partners during the whole implementation of this project.  
A public consultation on the new draft law will be launched soon under the auspices of the 
Ministry of Justice. 
 
 

 
 

More information related to the implementation of the Twinning project can be found on the 
IDP website, in the specific section https://www.idp.al/twinning/. 

https://www.idp.al/twinning/

